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Korver agrees to multiyear deal with Hawks (updated)

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The Hawks landed their first free agent Wednesday night — and it was one of their own.

Kyle Korver reached an agreement to re-sign with the Hawks on a multiyear deal, according to a person familiar with the
situation. Per NBA rules, the contract cannot be signed until July 10.

The sharp-shooting Korver was a hot commodity during free agency and sought by several teams. The Hawks met with
Korver this week in California, where he makes his offseason home, while in Los Angeles to speak to free-agent center
Dwight Howard.

Even with Korver’s contract, the Hawks still have enough room to sign Howard to a maximum deal.

Korver, a 6-foot-7 guard/forward, played in 74 regular-season games for the Hawks last season after being acquired in an
offseason trade with the Bulls. The 3-point specialist averaged 10.9 points, 4.0 rebounds and 2.0 assists in 30.5 minutes
per game last season.

Korver ranked second in the NBA last season in 3-point field-goal percentage at .457. His 189 3-point makes were fourth in
the league and his 414 attempts tied for 15th. He can continue his streak of 73 consecutive regular-season games with a 3-
pointer, the longest active streak and fourth longest in league history, in a Hawks uniform. His run trails only Dana Barros
(89), Michael Adams (79) and Dennis Scott (78).

Korver fits the mold of players the Hawks are trying to assemble as they rebuild their roster. He drew praise from general
manager Danny Ferry and former coach Larry Drew last season for his professionalism, character and competitiveness.
Korver said he was told during his exit interview that the team wanted him back.

“Both me and my wife are really excited,” Korver told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. “We had a great experience with the city
and the organization and feel very fortunate to be wanted back. I believe in what Danny is building. I do. And I’m excited to
play my role in that.”
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Korver ranked fourth on the Hawks in points scored with 810. He had a streak of 13 consecutive 10-plus point games from
Jan. 16 to Feb. 11, the longest of his 10-year career.
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Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 10:25 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Surely I am not FIRST

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:33 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

I'm sorry, but DF just lost me. 4 years $24 mil for Korver? We could have had Copeland for 4 years $16 mil.

The last 2 playoffs, Korver shot 30 something % from 3. And he is over 30.

Terrible deal IMO. I just hope the 4th year is a team option.

Posted by Moses99 at 10:39 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
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Report Abuse

@OBrien.........

Just Say NO! to Copeland!!! I want no part of Copeland. He is an OVER-HYPED SCRUB!!!

Kyle Korver ALL-DAY over Scrub Butt Copeland!

Posted by TheMonger at 10:43 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Just saw this on ESPN headlines. Great signing by the Hawks. Korver is the best 3 point shooter in the game period. And he
may be the piece the lures D12 to Atlanta, long shot I know, but I still like the signing. Ferry is making all the right moves. He
drafts two international young stars with his two first round picks in Schroeder and Noguiera, gains the rights to another first
rounder last year in Jared Cunningham, and grabs one of the best NCAA players in the draft in Mike Muscala. Now he signs
the best 3 point shooter in the game in Kyle Korver, and still has plenty of cap space. He is building just like San Antonio with
an emphasis on guys that work hard, play the game the right way, and mainly can put the ball in the basket. Korver had
arguably the best shooting season of his career with the Hawks last year, shooting an amazing .457 from 3 point range, and
.461 overall. My only problem was the length of four years on the contract. Korver is 32 years old, and one has to wonder if he
won't drop off significantly towards the end of the contract. Although as Ray Allen proved in the Finals this year, even at a
shell of his former self, he was still deadly when he needed to be.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:44 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

From two blogs ago

"Najeh Davenpoop - your profile picture of Howard in a Hawks uniform is both delusional and retarded."

Just wait until you see the picture of a tank I have saved up for if/when Dwight signs elsewhere.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:48 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

I see two possible valid reasons to re-sign Korver:

1) The Hawks have a much better shot at Dwight than has been reported thus far

2) Danny Ferry feels that Korver is tradeable at $6 million per year

It seems a little unrealistic to think that Korver will actually be a Hawk three or four years from now. More likely to me that he
is an asset locked in at more or less the market value for SGs that has been set in the last couple of days who can be
moved to a contender for future assets. Hopefully Ferry isn't overestimating Korver's trade value at that price.

Posted by Slimjr at 10:49 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse
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It appears Danny is going let the market dictate what Jeff Teague is worth. The 1st offer was what a low ball 4.5mil per?

With his production last season and the significant rise value wise with the offers presented thus far for this years FA class,
one would suspect that Teague's final offer would end up well above 6mil.

But you never know..

We do not want that head case Rondo! Besides we already have the [rook] from Germany who has been compared to
Rondo but deploys a Jumper to boot! SMH!

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:50 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

2 seasons ago, in the playoffs for Chicago, Korver shot 31% from 3. This season, in the playoffs for the hawks, he shot 35%
from 3. 

And he is 32 years old. 

I don't want to over react, because its still early in free agency. But so far, I don't like the deal. 

Now if we get Dwight, that's different because Dwight needs shooters around him. 

Posted by Just-Joe at 10:53 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Teague's qualifying offer (4.5) is based on his draft position. It's not a number that the Hawks get to set. Things will heat up
with Teague soon, but Orlando may be the only "needy" team, and they appear to be set on tanking.

Posted by TheMonger at 10:53 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks I believe have already extended Teague a qualifying offer, and if he is back with the Hawks next year, they already
have a solid start with their depth chart. Not overpowering, at least not yet until D12 makes up his mind, but there are no real
scrubs on there yet either. Every guy on the roster so far seems to be a good, solid basketball player, and they all are young
with the exception of Korver. I expect Nogueira to spend one more year in Europe for seasoning, but I think Schroeder and
Muscala are ready for roles with the Hawks now. A look at the depth so far....

PG- (Teague?), Schroeder, 
SG- Lou Williams, John Jenkins, Jared Cunningham
SF- Kyle Korver
PF- Al Horford
C- Mike Muscala, (Nogueira?)

Not a bad start. Beginning to look like the young Spurs or Thunder organization. Build around young talent with a mixture of
saavy veterans. Imagine if we land Howard and our starting 5 include Howard, Horford, Korver, Lou, and Teague. Plenty of
scorers and plenty of shooters in that starting 5. Even without Howard, I still like the moves Ferry is making. I think 6 million a
year for Korver is definately worth it, especially if he continues his shooting from last year. I just wish it was a 2 or 3 year deal
instead of 4, but rumor has it Milwaukee was offering 3 years/21 million, so 7 million a year, and DF got him for 6, so not bad
at all if he had to add another year on the contract.
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Posted by -OBrien- at 10:53 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Slim,

I would take Teague for 4 years, $26 mil ($6.5 mil per).

Najeh,

I hole the 4th year for Korver is a team option.

Posted by glw72 at 10:53 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Well even if the plan becomes to tank, you got to spend 90% of the cap, so guess you might as well spend it on Korver. 

I think DF has moved on to Plan B. Suppose DF is keeping his fingers crossed for a sign and trade for Josh to get some
other assets.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:57 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Looks like Korver and JR Smith are getting the same deal.

http://www.nydailynews.com/sports/basketball/knicks/source-knicks-finalizing-deal-bring-back-smith-article-1.1389772

I am really curious which one is more valued by executives around the league.

Posted by JoanKingdon at 10:57 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Atlanta is fortunate to have a player the caliber of Korver resigning!

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 10:58 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

knudegard1's avatar

Posted by knudegard1 at 10:45 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse
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1. That's 4 and 11 to go.
2. The only people who want us to tank are not season ticket holders.

You're right and I wouldn't dare spend my money on a losing product

And that's the problem this team isn't trying to be a contender nor are they being held accountable by who? You the season
ticket holder who steadily support a team but know what the outcome gone be.

A exercise in futility

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 10:58 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

ESPN Insider thinks the Hawks should tank.

http://insider.espn.go.com/nba/story/_/id/9446196/nba-eastern-conference-team-do-develop-contend

I think Al is worth more than that, but that is one possible tanking strategy I guess.

Posted by TheMonger at 10:59 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

To O'Brien and those that hate the deal. I respectfully disagree. Although you point to his playoff stats, as any knowledgable
fan knows, ANY shooter has streaks, and it is too small a sample size to really bare any merit. You mention his 31 and 35
percent shooting the last 2 postseasons, but fail to mention the 3 postseason before that where he shot 46 percent, 48
percent, and 42 percent from 3 point range. And as you know 3 point shooting can be deadly in the right hands in the
postseason, just ask Danny Green (a Spur), who played A HUGE role in almost knocking off the Heat in the Finals this year, I
didn't want to go as far as saying he was a ONE MAN wrecking crew, but he was close.

Posted by -Melvin- at 10:59 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Was the 33yr old Korver that high on the Hawks priority list that he deserve to be the first free agent signed? And at 6mil,
noooooooo!

Posted by Slimjr at 11:00 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Tank Tank Tank

Off the subject of KK for a minute, this [tank] commander told me a couple of years ago this his M-1 Abrams [tank] at full
speed over [60pmh] can go from Atlanta to Macon and back on one [tank] of gas..

He smiled when I said it sure would be great if you guys could share some of that high tech deployed to save us [civilians]
some gas? 
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Crickets..... Pen-drop, awkward........ SMH!!!!!

Posted by hittmanjamillione at 11:01 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

TheMonger's avatar

Posted by TheMonger at 10:43 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Just saw this on ESPN headlines. Great signing by the Hawks. Korver is the best 3 point shooter in the game period. And he
may be the piece the lures D12 to Atlanta, long shot I know, but I still like the signing. Ferry is making all the right moves. He
drafts two international young stars with his two first round picks in Schroeder and Noguiera, gains the rights to another first
rounder last year in Jared Cunningham, and grabs one of the best NCAA players in the draft in Mike Muscala. Now he signs
the best 3 point shooter in the game in Kyle Korver, and still has plenty of cap space. He is building just like San Antonio with
an emphasis on guys that work hard, play the game the right way, and mainly can put the ball in the basket. Korver had
arguably the best shooting season of his career with the Hawks last year, shooting an amazing .457 from 3 point range, and
.461 overall. My only problem was the length of four years on the contract. Korver is 32 years old, and one has to wonder if he
won't drop off significantly towards the end of the contract. Although as Ray Allen proved in the Finals this year, even at a
shell of his former self, he was still deadly when he needed to be.

The problem with kk is that if you get in his face he's utterly useless

See Danny green,damon jones,
Does he serve a purpose yes, but he's a defensive liability and if blanketed is useless
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